2019 FCPL/FCPS Collaborative Booklist Preschool

A Parade of Elephants by Kevin Henkes  
E HENKES

Octopants by Suzy Senior  
E SENIOR

The Wall in the Middle of the Book by Jon Agee  
E AGEE *

Four Seasons of Fun by Pamela Duncan Edwards  
E EDWARDS YEAR #

Gorillas Go Bananas by Patrick Wensink  
E WENSINK

Construction Cat by Barbara Odanaka  
E ODANAKA

Lost in the Library by Josh Funk  
E FUNK

Spectacularly Beautiful by Lisa Lucas  
E LUCAS

Earth! My First 4.54 Billion Years by Stacy McAnulty  
J 550 MCAN

If You Were the Moon by Laura Purdie Salas  
J 523.3 SALA #

Best Friends in the Universe by Stephanie Watson  
E WATSON

Don't Tell by Tom Booth  
E BOOTH

They Came by Mark Tatulli  
E TATULLI

If You Had a Jetpack by Lisl Detlefsen  
E DETLEFSEN

Rosie's Glasses by Dave Whamond  
E WHAMOND #

Tiny Little Rocket by Richard Collingridge  
E COLLINGRIDGE

Giraffe and Bird Together Again by Rebecca Bender  
E BENDER

My Community by Raven Howell  
E HOWELL

Dress Like a Girl by Patricia Toht  
E TOHT

I'll Love You Till The Cows Come Home by Kathryn Cristaldi  
E CRISTALDI

The Case of the Missing Chalk Drawings by Richard Byrne  
E BYRNE

Life With My Family by Renee Hooker & Karl Jones  
E HOOKER

Dreamers by Yuyi Morales  
J 818.603 MORA #

Perfect by Max Amato  
E AMATO

A Big Mooncake for Little Star by Grace Lin  
E LIN

Brave Ballerina by Michelle Meadows  
J B COLLINS

How Do I Love Thee by Jennifer Adams  
E ADAMS

Hands Up by Breanna McDaniel  
E MCDANIEL

Crab Cake by Andrea Tsurumi  
E TSURUMI

The Cow Said Neigh by Rory Feek  
E FEEK #

The Stuff of Stars by Marion Dane Bauer  
J523.18 BAUE

Hush Little Bunny by David Ezra Stein  
E STEIN
What About Harry by Derek Anderson
E ANDERSON

Zola's Elephant by Randall De Seve
E DESEVE

In a Minute, Mama Bear by Rachel Bright
E BRIGHT

Up the Mountain Path by Marianne Dubuc
E DEBUC

Giraffe Problems by Jory John
E JOHN

I Am Small by Qin Leng
E LENG #

Anna at the Art Museum by Hazel Hutchins &
Gail Herbert
E HUTCHINS

Builders & Breakers by Steve Light
E LIGHT

Me & My Fear by Francesca Sanna
E SANNA

Three Grumpy Trucks by Todd Tarpley
E TARPLEY

The Dress and the Girl by Camille Andros
E ANDROS #

Night Job by Karen Hesse
E HESSE

Peep and Egg: I'm Not Using The Potty by Laura
Gehl
E GEHL

My Dog Laughs by Rachel Isadora
E ISADORA

Tigers and Tea With Topsy by Barbara Kerley
J 700.462 KERL

Don't Touch My Hair by Sharee Miller
E MILLER

A Very Late Story by Marianna Coppo
E COPPO

Hey, Wall: A Story of Art and Community by
Susan Verde
E VERDE

* available as an FCPL ebook

# available through FCPL Hoopla

+ available through Axis 360